Drainage and Flooding

Suite
REAL-TIME DATA AND EVENT MANAGEMENT PLUS ECONOMIC
EVALUATION OF FLOOD RISKS
Planning, designing, operating, optimizing and sustaining safe and reliable drainage systems is
faster, easier and more accurate with the expanded suite and advanced functionality of industryleading InfoWorks ICM. The new InfoWorks ICM Suite for comprehensive integrated catchment
management is now available via four targeted products — InfoWorks ICM, ICM TSDB, PDM and
ICM RiskMaster — and provides a complete set of superior modeling tools to address all aspects
of integrated catchment management.

ICM TSDB
A powerful and comprehensive time-series
database, ICM TSDB lets utilities archive, analyze
and aggregate real-time and historical data,
including radar images and meteorological
forecasts, into user-defined actionable information.
They can then use this data to drive simulations
of past and future events for optimal management
of urban and rural catchment systems. This
critical software tool will allow utilities and river
authorities to not only productively learn from
past events, but effectively monitor, forecast and
better react to future events. These capabilities
facilitate a new level of vulnerability assessment
and collection system protection while reducing
or eliminating property and environmental damage
and safeguarding public health.

POWERFUL DECISION-MAKING SUPPORT
ICM TSDB delivers a powerful combination of 2D rainfall
data and time-series data, along with a suite of analytic and
visualization tools that monitor the performance and capacity
of collection systems. This gives users a comprehensive,
real-time view into current system operations, enabling them
to make informed, timely decisions.

REAL-TIME OPERATIONS INTELLIGENCE
Despite the widespread availability and use of 2D rainfall
and time-series network data (e.g., rain gauge, level gauge,
flow gauge), collection system models are not continuously
updated with real-time field and radar data. This generally
confines the applications of these models to offline analyses.
While such analyses can provide useful information for
network design and long-range capital planning applications,
they lack the predictive accuracy critical to operational
and emergency event management. ICM TSDB (Time
Series Database) provides accurate network performance
and operational information from real-time data, enabling
engineers and operators to quickly and reliably assess the
integrity of the network and respond to potential overflows,
flooding and other non-routine events.

REAL-TIME DATA DRIVEN SIMULATION
ICM TSDB extends the utility of smart network modeling to
encompass real-time field and radar data-driven simulations
and predictive forecasting capabilities. It brings all relevant
data from disparate sources into a single system readily
available for detailed analysis using InfoWorks ICM. This
enables operators to detect problems before they become
events, and gives them crucial time to react and reduce or
eliminate their impacts. Such advanced capabilities greatly
enhance the ability of wastewater utilities to predict flood
risks, support cost-effective drainage management and
online urban flooding forecasts, and improve drainage
system operation.

ICM RISKMASTER
A revolutionary risk-based analysis extension for
InfoWorks ICM, ICM RiskMaster enables users to
accurately compute both the damage caused by
specific flood events and expected annual flood
damage. Calculations are based on the hydraulic,
hydrologic and economic data for any number of
simulated damage receptors including residential,
commercial and industrial properties. These
powerful predictive analysis capabilities provide
InfoWorks ICM users with both a quantification
of the current flood risk associated with their
collection systems and a long-term planning
framework for making the most effective decisions
on flood risk management and alleviation
strategies.

COMPREHENSIVE FLOOD RISK MANAGEMENT
With ICM RiskMaster, different flood risk management
alternatives and their potential impacts can be readily
assessed and compared, and the best plan identified. The
program takes into account all types of events based on their
probability of occurrence. It combines the inundation results
of multiple events with a database of receptors (properties)
and their vulnerability, based on the probability of occurrence.
The outcome is an estimate of the economic impact of floods
in terms of Estimated Annual Damage (EAD) value, and a
database of inundation depths ordered by return period,
showing the predicted flood recurrence for each receptor.
These capabilities give users the vital power to take faster,
more informed steps to maximize net flood reduction benefits
(flood damage prevented by the plan) and more effectively
protect their communities and waterways.

The results can be displayed in both tabular and graphical
format. They provide a comprehensive view of the hydraulic
system performance and the consequences of flood events.
This information is critical to engineers in alleviating the impact
of flooding by making informed, cost-effective decisions that
improve the design, maintenance, rehabilitation, operation
and management of their collection systems.

INFOWORKS PDM
InfoWorks PDM is a rainfall-runoff model based
on probability-distributed moisture stores and
translation of runoff and drainage via routing
stores. PDM was designed to provide a toolkit of
model algorithms (standard, splitting and demandbased) which can be calibrated for a wide variety
of catchment response forms. It also provides
real-time forecasting of flows for any complex
river catchments. Model inputs are rainfall and
evaporation over the catchment. Output is river
flow (or level) at the catchment outlet along with
other important parameters including soil moisture
deficit and the various flow components (e.g.,
infiltration excess runoff, inflow to groundwater
store, baseflow, fast response surface flow).
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